Rabbit Anti-MDM2 Polyclonal Antibody, HRP conjugated

**Conjugated Primary Antibodies**

**Background:**
Inhibits TP53/p53- and TP73/p73-mediated cell cycle arrest and apoptosis by binding its transcriptional activation domain. Functions as a ubiquitin ligase E3, in the presence of E1 and E2, toward p53 and itself. Permits the nuclear export of p53 and targets it for proteasome-mediated proteolysis. Binds p53, p73, ARF(P14), ribosomal protein L5 and specifically to RNA. Can interact also with retinoblastoma protein (RB), E1A-associated protein EP300 and the E2F1 transcription factor. Forms a ternary complex with TP53/p53 and WWOX. Interacts with CDKN2AIP, MTBP, TRBG1 and USP7. Isoform Mdm2-F does not interact with TP53/p53. Interacts with PYHIN1. Interacts with, and ubiquitinates HIV-1 Tat. Belongs to the MDM2/MDM4 family.

**Purification:**
Was purified by Protein A and peptide affinity chromatography.

**Storage:**
Prepared as lyophilized powder or liquid and shipped on ice. Store at -20°C for one year.

**Reconstitution:**
If the antibody is in liquid form, it is ready to use, no reconstitution needed. Reconstitution is only required for the lyophilized antibody. Reconstitution instruction: Two additional vials are included in shipment for reconstitution purposes (double distilled H2O and sterile glycerol). Centrifuge all vials to ensure necessary quantities have settled. Add 50uL of sterile double distilled water to antibody. Mix thoroughly by gently pipetting up and down. Then, add 50uL of sterile glycerol to antibody. Mix well and keep cold.

**Size:**
100uL or 100ug lyophilized

**Concentration:**
1ug/uL

**Host:**
Rabbit

**Reactivities:**
Human, Mouse, Rat

**Application:**
- WB(1:100-500)
- ELISA(1:500-1000)
- IHC-P(1:100-500)
- IHC-F(1:100-500)

Not yet tested in other applications. Optimal working dilutions must be determined by the end user.

**Antibody Type:**
Polyclonal

**Isotype:**
IgG

**Molecular Weight:**
55kDa

**Preservatives:**
10ug/uL BSA and 0.01% Gentamicin.

For research use only. CAUTION: Not for human or animal therapeutic or diagnostic use.